CANDIDATE BIOGRAPHIES

POLLARD, William James
I have a long history at ECU having studied Music (Jazz) at WAPPA, Education at Mt Lawley and after completing a Masters degree at the University of Melbourne, I am back at ECU studying LAW at Joondalup. I have lived and studied overseas in Japan for six years and have worked at the international centre at UWA. This experience puts me in touch with a wide cross section of the student body encompassing full time, part time and international students. My experience also connects me with a wide range of academic disciplines. I know what students want from the university and can represent the interests of all students. I believe in ECU as a university and want it to be the best that it can be for the students that have chosen to study here. Representation in council will help me to achieve this end.

Tel: 9255 1136  Email: wjpol@bigpond.com

MIGDALE, Alice Robin
No profile supplied

KOH, Jerry
I am a law student and this is my second degree at ECU and will not be my last. Having come from a highly competitive business background I am empathic to what students need and likewise what employers seek. ECU’s various non-traditional approaches and its willingness to be innovative attracted me most. With present day technology, new ideas, tools and know-how, teaching and learning should not be constrained by old customs. I am passionate about education and ECU. If elected as a council member, it is my desire to see that ECU not only maintains its present philosophy but possibly adopts an even more ‘daring’ approach to propel itself into a lean and mean educator like no other. And where there is also transparency, accountability, fairness, consistency and proper conduct. The place, where all past, present and future graduates can proudly proclaim; ‘I am from ECU’.

Mobile: 0413466688  Email: jkoh@student.ecu.edu.au

The words in these biographies are as supplied by the candidates